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Maestro Pattern 

Easy and intuitive 

optimization cutting software 





Programming 

From a unique page is possible to get to the: configuration, raw material stock, cutting list and 

optimization program. 

Materials and off-cuts Cutting list Configuration 

Optimization 

Advantage: rapid access to the functions and maximum control 
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Setting 1/3 

Maestro Pattern configuration allows to choose 2 different types of format for saving data 

Advantage: fast and effective programming 

Saving format: 

 

• OPT allows to dynamically 

change the trim cuts before 

executing the cutting scheme 

(when Maestro Cut Utility is 

installed) 

 

• XPRG closed format with 

integrated optimization 

parameters (the user can’t 

intervene in any way) 
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Setting 2/3 

OPT format  

Saved parameters 

in the order 
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Setting 3/3 

xPrg format (preferred for bars cutting) 

Saved parameters 

in the order 
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Programming of materials 
 

Maestro Pattern allows to create and to import from Maestro Cut up to 5 materials types, optimizing on 2 

formats maximum for each type and for all the off-cuts available always for the same type  

Advantage: using of the real material stock and reuse of the off-cuts 

Materials and 

off-cuts import 

from Maestro 

Cut 

Materials and off-cuts 

available 
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Cutting list programming 
 

The operator can create the list of the pieces to be produced in an easy and intuitive way or can import the 

list even from an Excel sheet (.XLS) (OPTIONAL on board machine, Easy Import is mandatory)  

Advantage: edge data information, possibility of an overproduction for the most used pieces 

with a consisting reduction of the off-cuts 

Cutting list 

Data list import from Excel (XLS) 
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Import of a cutting list from Excel (Easy Import on board machine as an OPTIONAL) 
 

The operator can automatically import from an Excel file (.XLS) all data related to the cutting list, configuring 

the sorting order of the fields 

Limits to import from an Excel file are: max 30 rows and max 500 pieces per row 

Advantage: speed and flexibility of programming, errors are drastically reduced 

Excel source sheet 

Fields 

configuration 
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Optimization order 

Maestro Pattern optimizes the order and displays all the useful information in a intuitive and simple 

way, in a unique page. 

Selecting the appropriate buttons is possible to generate directly the machine programs for Maestro Cut, sending 

of cutting programs to the machine, displaying all cutting schemes and updating the material stock (useful for 

weekly/monthly plan). 

Sqm, off-cuts and yeald are shown 

Optimised cutting schemes are displayed 

Materials, off-cuts and produced pieces are shown 
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Optimization – Cutting scheme zoom 
 

On Maestro Pattern, when clicking the icon (outlined in red) is possible to display the optimized cutting 

schemes into a full-screen mode 

Advantage: detailed visualization of the optimized cutting schemes 
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Thank you for your kind 

attention 
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